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To Whom This May Concern:

I have been fortunate to receive to receive training in various contexts under Mike Shields since March 2014, when I
attended a Turns for the Better course at the Professional Trailbuilders Associaton Conference. Mike's teaching style
stood out to me: it was calculated, yet flexible enough to fit the needs of every trailbuilder and land manager in the
room. In addition to offering engaging classroom content and field application, he also provided each student with a
beautifully written and illustrated textbook which helped reinforce his concepts after the course was completed.

Later that year, I completed a capstone project on trail management for my degree and reached out to Mike since I was
incorporating some of his ideas into the paper. What began as just a few questions transformed into a student mentor-
relationship, where he provided sincere feedback and support. As a result of the project, Mike was able develop
structural details for rolling grade dips to fit various- user and trail (grades and distances) contexts. These details
vicariously offered me a training tool to provide my staff and it helped bring the "shape" of sustainable trail
maintenance to life for a green staff that was struggling with the concept.

This spring, I invited Mike to Cleveland Metroparks to work with my staff for an Advanced Trails Workshop. Using a
hybrid training/consulting model, he spent a week looking at a variety of sites, covering trail design, observing how
traffic and weather influence and impact trails and coming up with construction & maintenance techniques to solve
pressing issues. Instead of rolling out a variety of prescriptions, he instead first looked deeply into our topography and
terrain dynamics, with his recommendations emerging from these factors. At the completion of the workshop, Mike led
an exercise where we completed a trail layout that was used in an actual 2015 project. In the end, we were able to
generate a successful outcome out of a challenging trail design situation while saving both money and time for the
project. Additionally, Mike was not afraid to say "I'm not sure" when pressed with questions regarding tread durability
and slope stability in our park district. However, he studied the questions intently during our various field visits and
provided us a framework for how to begin to assess and observe these issues.

Mike and I continue to keep regular contact with one another discussing progress on these and other questions we
began investigating during our training and I consider him one of my most trusted mentors in my trail network. I feel
exceptionally fortunate to know him as I believe he has had the greatest impact on my growth as a trails manager of all
the people I have ever had the opportunity to learn from. For this reason, I offer Mike my highest recommendation for
membership into the Professional Trailbuilders Association.

Sincerely

~cr~
Ralph Protano
Trails Development Manager
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